Storylines Activity
This activity builds off of various line drawings exercises I do in class, including Grids & Gestures,
along with the use of lines from Tristram Shandy & Vonnegut’s Shape of Stories (see the video of
Vonnegut online). For your “story line”, think of an arc of your life – either recent months or your
whole life, and make a line that represents your experiences. Interpret as you wish.

Living in Line

“you just think something and then run a line
around your think” - anonymous 4 year old

Lynda Barry: “In motion, you speak the
Language that Language is based on.”
Drawing is a permanent trace of gesture.

Maxine Sheets-Johnstone “Movement is
our original mode of thinking” – “thinking
begins in movement”

Paul Klee – a line is a dot that went for a walk…

Tim Ingold: One could perhaps
compare wandering to drawing: as
the draughtsman traces a line with
his pencil, so the wanderer – walking
along – paces a line with his feet.
Richard Long
A Line Made by Walking

Robert MacFarlane writes: “Long’s legs
are his stylus, his feet the nib with
which he inscribes his traces on the
world. Walking becomes an act of
inscription, and his work is a reminder
that our verb "to write" originally
referred to a kind of incisive trackmaking. The Old English "writan"
carried the specific meaning "to incise
runic letters in stone": thus one would
"write" a line by drawing a sharp point
over the surface - by furrowing a
track.”

Tim Ingold – drawing Bach

From Tristram Shandy by Laurence Sterne

From Tristram Shandy by Laurence Sterne

See Vonnegut’s delightfully
clever “Shape of Stories”
video online

Student “storyline”
examples

C: I decided to do try and draw the last 6 months of my life through lines. And this is what came up. A lot of it had to do with
acknowledging that I am maorocoti which people mostly know it as transgender non binary and what it felt like to not be able to
sit in that discomfort of pretending to be one thing knowing I was something else and how the coming out as such was a process
and the squiggly lines where the ups and downs of my emotions, the big loops with the dots were moments i remember having
such horrible anxiety and how eventually through support the anxiety lessened until I started to embrace it openly.

M: This goes from my senior year to my freshman year of college. I used the loops to
symbolize the decision process when I was looking into different schools and showed
that even though I had tough times I’m happy with where I am now.

T: For my story line, I decided to path my experience through school. I felt as if
elementary school and middle school were pretty predictable times for me. The only
expectation I had was to be a kid and do well in school. In high school and beyond
(when reality and responsibility kick in), my education experience has become a bit
more hectic with lots of outside factors determining how my time goes.

A: This storyline represents the years of my life from filing for divorce in 2018 to current. I chose a very choppy,
and stressed line to represent the beginning of the end, adding red for angry symbolism. That began my slow rise
of healing, and growing involving many ups and downs, and anxiety. I used the color blue to represent this sad, but
optimistic time of growth in my life. I used loopy lines to present my new found purpose and goals.. my
individualism and brave endeavors. This line is yellow, for happiness.

M: So this is my life map and currently spans from 2017-present and how I made it here to SFSU. In 2017 I took a study abroad trip to Constanza,
Dominican Republic and worked with the local families in the area. During my time there, I worked with the children and did English tutoring and
teaching and that's where I learned that I had a niche for teaching. Fast forward to the end of my senior year in 2018, and both of my parents ended
up in the hospital due to health complications. It was a really tough time for me because I pretty much ended up not going to school for the last
semester of my senior year in order to take care of both of my parents, it felt as if I was completely unprepared for the next steps. But, the light at
the end of that tunnel was winning scholarships and I ended up not paying for anything my first year here, so that's also pretty cool. And again
comes the caveat, my parents got hurt again before I started here at SFSU so that made me really question whether or not I wanted to attend. After
they got hurt, I started attending SFSU and shortly there after, my mom got hurt. I was really frustrated and confused because I couldn't figure out
why all of these things were happening at once, but I had to just take the brunt and move on because that's life. The last happy squiggle is me getting
an RA position at the beginning of this semester and finally being able to understand the concept of timing. As my mom always says, "Man plans
and God laughs" so I think I took a lot from that quote throughout my time here.

D: I did my lifetime so far. I had a really good childhood so I started off high, with a dramatic dip for when I get
diagnosed with diabetes but quickly go back up cause kids can handle anything. My peak at the beginning is the start
of college, and the downfall that ensues is the struggles I had there that lead to me dropping out. And from there
it’s the path back to physical and mental health, which is never a straight line or as easy as just taking steps. At the
end it’s a wobbly line to show continuous change and growth. The little stick figures I just thought was cute.

A: I feel like my life is a rollercoaster. This is a timeline of my college years. As I was going into college, I was very timid and
unsure, but it got better when I met some fantastic people. Looking at this there are a lot of downfalls. I experienced a few deaths
during my time in college, my dad was diagnosed with cancer, and I just had a lot of depressing moments. Things always started to
get better with the support I had, but there was something that came to ruin it. As I'm about to graduate this semester I, hope for
nothing but good things, but it's to be expected that unfortunate events are going to happen. I'm hopeful, though!

M: I did a time line of last week. It started a bit busy with work and school. Then I was stressed out
trying to clean my apartment and do groceries because my mom visited from southern California and my
sister visited from Portland with my niece and nephew. I was happy when they were here because I had
not seen them since August. We explored the city, went to the park, and to the beach house where we just
enjoyed our time together. I managed to get in a long good run on the beach in between, then my mood
dipped when I had to say goodbye to them. Then it was back to the grind of work and school.

C: My path to university life has been different yet very similar to others. I just transferred as of this spring and have had
my ups and downs of figuring out what path I want to go down educationally and where I hope to go after college. My line
shows many changes because my life is constantly moving and changing as I grow and decide what’s next.

C: High school was pretty tough because I am the first to go to college within my
family so there was a lot of familial pressure in choosing a major and university. It
was also when my dad was diagnosed with Parkinson's which still saddens me to this
day. College has its ups and downs like an upgoing journey to the mountains.

S: Watching the video of Kurt Vonnegut really helped me understand this exercise. I chose to draw my storyline
about when I first accepted my admissions to SFSU up until now. I really had fun thinking about how a line could
express the way I was feeling during these months.

